LESSON PLAN TEMPLATE

PART A

1. [Lesson or Project title]

2. [Key Lesson or Project questions]

3. [Lesson or project objectives]

4. Delaware Social Studies Content Standards addressed.  
   (Specify how each will be addressed)

5. Delaware Language Arts Content Standards addressed.  
   (Specify how each will be addressed)

6. [200 word narrative describing the key content covered in this lesson/project.]  
   Highlight in bold the key concepts/ideas to be covered in this lesson/project

7. [Materials to be used (hard copies, attachments, links, etc)]

PART B

A. [Pre-Assessment activity. (Specify how this activity relates to the lesson/project)]

B. Developmental section
   - Describe step by step how you are going to teach this lesson/project.  
     Imagine you are observing yourself teaching this lesson or directing this  
     project and describe what you did.
   - If the students are creating their own exhibits, detail this process and  
     provide instructions, etc.

C. [Post Lesson or project assessment  
   What evidence are you looking for to show that student has met the  
   objectives and Delaware State Standards?]